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Young people who will seize the 
opportunities offered by new 
knowledge and technologies to 
secure a sustainable social, 
cultural, economic and 
environmental future for our 
country...

(The New Zealand Curriculum, 2007)

New Zealand’s vision for its education system…







The studies

• • Four year longitudinal study exploring the integration of 
tablets from years K-6

• • Bring your own device (BYOD) & device-supported 
classrooms

• • Multi-focused: Young children’s literacy & numeracy development; 
general, higher order & computational thinking; effects of apps design & 
content of learning pathways; apps as digital scaffolds for learning in 
science

• • Relationship between technology access & teacher 
pedagogy: Emphasis on building‘21st century’ skills & competencies 
(changes in what & how teachers teach & students learn)

• • Device-supported student collaboration in learning





We wanted to learn if and how these devices and apps 
became a ‘natural’ part of classroom work and activities, 
across all curriculum areas

The data problem 

To find answers to this, we 
needed to learn how children 
worked with the iPads by 
themselves, in small groups, with 
and without the teacher being 
present



Collecting data: The display recorder app



We used StudioCode to code data in our areas 
of interest

Analysing data using Studiocode



Study 4: Exploring coding and computational thinking 
in years 5&6 classrooms (February-August 2015)

• Study motivated by global moves towards basic 
coding knowledge development at school level (& 
computational thinking)

• Extension of earlier work exploring students’ use of 
open-design iPad apps and thinking skill development

• Compatible with NZ curriculum movement towards 
prioritising HoT skill development

• Funding from the N.Z Teaching and Learning Research 
Initiative (TLRI)



Study 4: Exploring coding in year 5&6 
classrooms (March-September 2015)

To what extent do the iPad apps CargoBot and 
Pyonkee provide young students with 
environments within which to build and exercise 
computational thinking? 

Research Question



Data coding
(adapted from Brennan & Resnick, 2012)



Analysis



Main results

• Both apps served useful but different purposes for developing 
computational concept and practice dimensions 

• Closed-content app (CargoBot) appeared more efficient 
for developing computational concepts (‘mechanics’ of 
building procedures, modularising, testing &
debugging etc.). Less pair engagement
- ‘coding expert’

• Open-content app (Pyonkee) 
appeared more efficient for building 
collaborative, creative and outcome 
conceptualisation skills. More pair 
engagement - both ‘experts’  



• Emerging evidence of concept knowledge transfer 
between tasks

• Likely value from introducing and building concept
knowledge using closed-content apps, before application in 
open-content, project-based tasks

• Possible extension to Brennan & Resnick’s (2012) 
framework to include dispositional and higher order 
cognitive elements such as tenacity, perseverance, 
reflection, analysis/evaluation;  predictive thinking

Main results




